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Philops Migrating

NOVICE DEBATERS CONFER TV Cl1ild Study
Co111111e11clecl By
C11rre11t Booli

To Debate Meets
A mass exodus of Xavier debaters from the Evanston
campus will take place Friday, Feb. 11, at 3 p.m. as the Philopeclian Debating Society dispatches 14 men to two separate
tournaments at universities in Ohio and Indiana.
A varsity team composed of members John Grupenhoff,
Tom Kerver, Bill· Glueck, and vice debaters will be preparing
Bob Manley w'ill journey to Kent to embark on a trip to Purdue
State University, Kent, Ohio, for University, Lafayette, Ind., for
the Great Lakes Debate Tourney the annual Purdue Novice Tourat that school on Saturday.
nament, also on Saturday. FledgAs this unit departs, eight no- ling orators making this trip arc

Xavier l11aug1u·ates
Foru111 Festival;
Speakers Na1necl
Dy Bob Brock

Dick Phalen, Frank Conneighton,
Jim Perry, Bill Foley, Conrad
Donakowski, Tom Kurt, Dan
Coletta and Joe Bien. Varsity
Philopcdian members Walt
Brusch and Bob Siegenthaler wi1l
accompany the novices in the
capacity as coaches.
The subject under discussion in
both to u r n a men ts is, "RESOLVED: That the U.S. Should
Extend Diplomatic Recognition
to Red China."
The two weekend engagements
signal the opening of the Philops'
crowded second semester schedule of tournaments which includes meets in New York, N. Y.,
Washington, D.C., and the Ohio
Valley Tournament here at Xavier on March 12.

NO. 12

,~,gz:
Novice clebatet·s Bill Foley, Dick Phalen ancl Frank Conueighton
look over some fine points ol' theit· case prior to departing for tomorrow's tournament at Purdue.
Photo by Karches

The Xavier University
study, "OI Children and Television.'' has received praise in
a new book published by
Funk and Wagnalls this week.
In his Clear Channels, Max
Wylie said that in its purpose of
fin cling out the effect of television
viewing on the school achievement o[ children the study was
"right on the target."
He commcndccl the X av i c r
:-;\ udy because the questions it
posed, "face the prnblem that has
long been suspected to be there
-·parent responsibility; the enriched problem that is really an
extcntion of the same query
facing radio when it began
seriously to obtrude into the family pattern in the late '20's."
Of Dr. Waller J. Clarke,
associate professor of education,
whn concluctccl the study, Wylie
commented: "His purpose - as
well as the sense and sobriety of
his conclusions - commands real
respect."
The Xavier study which appe;ired in Dec., 1951, showed that
there was no appreciable difference between the achievement of
children who had television sets
and those who did not. It also
showed that the children whose
watching o[ television was controlled by their prrenh; were
generally better performers in
school than those whose telcviewing had no restrictions.

Xavier University has announced three outstanding
presentations in a series called
the "Xavier Forum Festival"
to be given on certain evenings during Feb. and March.
Renowned personalities have been
Uy 110/1 .f 1w11/.·,., i"~crvs Associ(lff! Ediror
engaged to present enjoyable proF'ollowing the closing of the Soclality's monthly Day o[
grams of various subjects of
Recollection on Sunday, Feb. 6, conducted by Rev. Thomas J.
interest, including Communism,
Diehl, S.J., a meeting was held to discuss plans for a Day of
music, and St. Augustine.
On Monday, Feb. 28, the noted
Reparation to be held at Xavier on Monday, Mar. 14. The
author, lecturer, and publisher,
program during the Day, a gi[t oI reparation to the Sacred
Frank J. Sheed will discuss the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Hearl by the university, will be
historical background and writing
F1·0111
concluctccl by Fr. Diehl, director
of the Confessions of Saint Augnf the Apostleship o[ Prayer for
ustine. The previous tremendous
'I
n
•
the
Chicago Province, in coopersuccesses here at X of this world
"
11 "
!Iv
~EiHif Jl(U")• alion with the Sociality.
famous personality guarantees the
Also announced by the Soclality
patrons an enjoyable evening.
The arrival of the second semester saw an important sub- was the completion of plans Ior
Rev. John H. Reinke, S.J., a
former student of the Cincinnati stitution in the theology department, in that Rev. Peter E. the first closed, six-clay retreat
College of Music, and now Nolan, S.J., was replaced by Rev. Robert Scharf, S.J. Because to be held on the Xavier campus,
HEQUIESCANT IN PEACE
associated with Xavier Psychol- of his ability in teaching dogmatic theology, Fr. Nolan has beginning April 1. Permission for
'l'hc prayers of the stuclent
the use of Elct Hall to house the
ogy Department where he spe- returned to Mundelein, Illinois, where he once taught.
retrcalants has been received. All hocly are requestecl for the recializes in musical therapy, will
Two years ago it was Fr. Nolan
those interested in making this pose of the souls of Mr. Lee
give two presentations of "Gersh- who was the fresh blood that was
retreat arc requested to see Rev. Ratterman, father of Rev. Patrick
win's Life In Music," in piano introduced to the faculty as a
John J. ·wenzel. S.J., concerning II. Rattennan, S.J., clean of men;
concert form. Father Reinke, an theology teacher, having been
arrangements. The exercises will and 1!1e father of freshman Staley
authority in the appreciation of transferred from the University
be conducted by Rev. Martin I. .Jacob, both of whom clied since
modern music, will give' two per- of Detroit where he was the head
Carrabine, S.J., regional director the last issue of The News went
formances, one Wednesday, March of the philosophy department. Fr.
of Soclalities for the Chicago to 11rcss.
2, the other Wednesday, March 9, Nolan wasted little time in prov(Continued on Page 3)
because of the limitations in ca- ing that he was able and apt for
pacity of the concert room.
his new position.
The threat of "Communism in
Fr. Nolan's destination and new
(Continued on Page 3)
home is Mundelein, Illinois, commonly known as St. Mary of the
Lake Seminary, which is located
Mr. Douglas Hyde, British convert to Catholicism from
forty miles north of Chicago. His
duties there will be similar to the
communism, addressed a convocation of the classes of 1955 and
With payments lagging a little, ones he had at Xavier. He will
1956 Monday, Feb. 7, in the Xavier armory.
the Senior Class Gift Committee replace Rev. Desmond A. Schmal,
Mr. Hyde, who recently made a tour of the hot spots in
has moved into the final months S.J., a theology professor.
Asia, pointed out that it is currently the belief of the comRev. Peter Nolan, S ..J.
Many Xavier students have
of operation. Pledges thus far
munists that "the principal fighttotal $1739.50, which is just short come in contact with Fr. Nolan
ing
front for the conflict between hungry peasantry and a resurgin
the
two
years
he
has
resided
ft'V1e1·
1,0
of the record set by last year's
com1nunism and Catholicism is ancc of nationalist spirit are
seniors. However, very few of the here. Teaching three freshmen
in the colonial nations of Asia needed for revolution. Russians
actual payments have yet been classes entitled The Life of Christ
use violence only as a last resort.
made by the four year men. The put Fr. Nolan in the position to
Rev. Joseph J. Peters, S.J., and Africa. This conflict," Mr. The Chinese, following the docHyde
continued,
"is
the
great
meet
the
new
members
of
the
chairman of the biology departcommittee urges the seniors to
trine of the power of the gun as
catch up, and reminds them that university and to observe them ment, and Dr. Alphonso Vonder- battle of our time."
;;ct clown by Mao Tse Tung, proas
they
became
older.
This
is
one
Asserting
that
the
struggle
was
ahe, assistant professor of neurthey need not pay the whole
of the main reasons Father gives ology at the University of Cin- essc~1tially a spiritual one, he pose immediate use of violence.
pledge at one time since a payfor wanting to return as soon as cinnati, arc the authors of an stated that those who enlarge And this is the enemy that we
ment plan is in operation.
must face in the great battle of
circumstances permit.
article, "Seizure Phenomena in the spiritual vacuum in the WestMeanwhile, Bill Sweeney, Senour time.
Fr.
Scharf,
the
capable
succesern
world
arc
inviting
commuSalamander",
appearing
in
the
ior Class President, has an''However," Mr. Hyde concludsor to Fr. Nolan"s theology posi- current issue of Confinio Neur- nism and communist advance.
nounced that for the first time
ed, "the peoples of Asia are gettion comes to Xavier from Milford o!agica, which was published in
After
studying
both
Russian
candidates for degrees and cerwhere he has been as assistant to Basel, Switzerland. Fr. Peters and and Chinese communism, Mr. ting fed up with the suffering
tificates from the Xavier EveRev. Nicholas Gelin, S.J.
Dr. Vonderahe are doing research Hyde has concluded that the that they have undergone under
ning College are being asked to
in
electroencephalography, the Asiatic version is more danger- communist rule, and are turning
join with their classmates of the
study
of brain waves, with sala- ous and more ruthless. He cited toward God and the true faith.
'Log
Cabin
Stomp'
Tonight
Evanston Campus in the annual
"Therefore th e problem is
manders
(small amphibians) as the following major differences
The Xavier sailing club is
class campaign. Letters with
subjects. Their research is sub· between the two forces. "The getting easier; but still if comsponsoring
a
dance,
"The
Log
pledge cards enclosed have been
sidized by a government grant.
Russians have always worked munism is allowed to continue
sent to all of the E.C.'s gradu- Cabin Stomp," in South Hall,
toward a revolutionai;y situation. in its new and more warlike
Fr.
Peters
was
in
Chicago
Friimmediately
after
the
basketball
ating students. It is felt that this
cloak it will overrun the world.
concerted effort is one more way game with Loyola of the South day and Saturday, Feb. 4 and 5, The Chinese propose immediate
i\ncl
it can only be stopped by
revolution.
Russia
claims
that
a
to
attend
a
conference
on
preof strengthening the bond be- tonight, Feb. 11.
such young college students as
well
organized
industrial
class
is
medical
education
being
sponThe
dance
admission
is
50
cents.
tween the two campuses, and of
arc here at this university, who
making the class campaign a The snack bar will be open during soi·ed by Alpha Epsilon Delta, needed to head a revolution.
are the leaders of the world."
China
contends
that
only
a
land
national
p1·e-medical
society.
the dance.
truly Xavier project.

Sodalists For11111late Plans
For Day Of Re11aratio11

Fr. Nolcui DeJJltrts
To Teac, At 1zz:,'!o;,..,.-..

XLT

Cl1inese Co:n1:n1t111is111 More
Ru.tl1less Tl1a11 R11ssia11 Brand

EC Students Join
111 Senior Gift Fund

X

·

n· zog·1,st
·

Co-Autlio1·s A1·ticle
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Margin Of Error ,,

«

or The News to accuse another publication of inaccuracy
F
may seem to some as an instance of the pot calling the
kettle black. However, despite countercharges that might be
leveled, The News feels that circumstances warrant the asking
of some potentially embarrassing questions of its sister publications.
First to face the inquiries is the Student Directory which
appeared this year with a radically changed format and for
the first time considerable classified advertising. The question
is, did the editors, in devoting much of their time to the new
format, sacrifice the accuracy of the Directory itself? After
all, the entire purpose of the book is to provide a handy reference to the addresses and phone numbers of the students
and university buildings. Unfortunately, the Student Directory begins on page three with a 15 per cent inaccurate report
on campus organizations and their affiliated personnel and
trys to maintain this average through the entire contents.
Each listing has five possible ways that it can be incorrect
(year of graduation, degree program, name of student, address, and phone number), and rare is the man who cannot
say that the Directory has scored on him in one of these ways.
Perhaps the staff was furnished with some misinformation or
obtained the records of some past year, but why, oh why,
wasn't a more careful check made on the listings before the
entire edition was running on the presses?

• • •

While on the subject of publications, what ever became
of the once avidly read Xavier Athanaeum? Described as a
literary quarterly the Athanaeum has yet to make its initial
appearance as the second semester gets under way. A prime
outlet for the creative writing ability of Xavier students, the
lying dormant of t~e Athanaeum means this talent also lies
dormant. Perhaps this will prompt some prospective writers
into inquiring as to the future publication dates, if any.

«

Public Matters ,,

t has been observed that one of the most certain ways to
obliterate the ordinary meanings of words is to put them
into the mouths of politicians. One notion that has been subjected to widespread confusion is that of "public."
When one walks down the street he is among the public.
Our University is public in the sense that it renders community services and is open .to all who can meet the minimum
entrance requirements.
Current thinking is that any sphere of activity which can
be characterized as "public" is ipso facto the responsibility
of some government agency. So develops the current trend
to thrust more responsibility, more power, and more control
into the hands of government officials. The. confusion between
public activity and government activity has become so great
that periodic movements even develop to outlaw non-government educational institutions in order to prevent groups of
individuals from encroaching upon government jurisdiction.
In the realm of labor-management relations, political power
rather than mutual agreement on guiding principles is too
often the deciding factor.
Modern thought assures us that any matter that is too
complex for an individual is public, and being a public matter
is the business of government. If the current trend is extended
we may find it necessary to secure a government permit every
time we stop on a public sidewalk to tie a shoestring.
It is vital that we revive our confidence in the ability of
people to plan together, to work together and to solve their
mutual problems together. Through a reliance upon human
cooperation we can reverse the trend towards greater concentration of power into the hands of larger government agencies.
There is no reason to justify the performing of functions by
complex Federal bureaus if they can be adequately performed
by smaller, less complex groups.
'

I

cc

A

Resident Physician

»

good psychologist usually charges ten dollars for the benefit of his professional services. Like other professional
men he usually has an office where people come to him. He
is available only at certain hours of the day.
When a man is stricken by trouble or loneliness, a friend
is often his greatest consolation. The friend-can sympathize
with his sorrow and let him know that someone cares. The
most wonderful Man who ever lived excelled as Healer of
men and as a friend.
On the very last night of His life He stood by a table in an
upper room in Jerusalem. He blessed, broke and gave bread
to His twelve disciples. He told them it was His own Body He .
was giving them and that they should do likewise in remembrance of Him.
But Our Lord's eyes and heart were not looking only to
the Apostles as He was giving them the Holy Eucharist. The
eyes and heart of the world's foremost psychologist and one
of the truest friends of every man were looking down through
the ages to when you and I would receive Him or visit Him
in the Eucharist. He instituted this sacrament to extend His
services to us for all time.
Jesus Christ has an office in all the tabernacles of Xavier
University. His fee is the time and love it takes to come to
Him. His office-hours are twenty-four hours a day seven days
a week.
Like our best friend, Christ in the tabernacle will listen
to our trials and problems. He cares about our problems
whether they involve money, studies, or other people. As God
He can help us if we ask Him.
The tabernacle is the office of the foremost Physician of
souls; it is the home of our most influential Friend.

GULP! IT'S HERE

,,<

/,J

OF NOTE
By Dlclc Co11eUo

•

The London Festival Ballet
' came into town last week on
the heels of an ,already full
season of ballet, and there
wasn't t h e enthusiasm of
numbers that had been seen
earlier in the year. Nonetheless,
on the assumption that the best
quality draws the smallest group
of followers, in Cincinnati at
least, the London Festival hit a
new peak in here. The best degree of an audience was around
for Saturday night, which performance was ecstatic. As the
British would say, it was a
"smashing closer."
The smash was executed by
Istvan Rabovsky, recent escapee
from iron curtained Hungary,
and ample proof that Eastern
ballet has not succumbed altogether to the mechanized state of
art. Rabovsky is without a doubt
the best male dancer seen here in
many a year. His portrayal of the
Tribal Chief Warrior in the Polovtsian Dances from Prince Igor
was a complete natural, and in
"Scheherazade" Thursday and
the Pas de Deux from "La Esmeralda" Friday, he must have created a two night following a human whirling dervish for his
By Httnll Geisler
superlative performance Saturday night. Word has it he is about
to make a movie on the life of
Last year during the semester exams quite a few of the Niginsky and that is the kind of
examinations appeared on campus before the respective finals "type casting" one can stand to
were to be taken. This year, after more than sufficient time to see.
After so much on Mr. Rabovcorrect it had elapsed, the situation was as bad, maybe worse.
Several years ago a cribbing scandal was uncovered at sky it seems there should be some
mention of the rest of the troupe.
West Point. The United States
was shocked. Many promising, exams in advance and then to Tamara Toumanova and Mrs.
Rabovsky, Norah Kovach, gave
potential officers were summarily take it easy. No fuss, no muss.
some
rather exciting · moments,
dismissed. Investigations were
It must, however, be realized
conducted. The Point was cleaned that those who put the temptation but the former seems a bit too
up from stem to stern.
in the way of the student body good in spiritely dances, to emXavier is a Catholic institu- are as much to blame and, maybe, brace "Swan Lake" very surely,
tion of higher learning. · As such, even more. In fact, it can be while the latter lacks the height
it is assumed that by the time validly argued that if the exams (somewhat) to make a great
students come here to study and are so easy to come by, as evi- dancer, though her execution at
prepare themselves for their later dently they have been, why not times is brilliant. The male memlife, they have a knowledge of take them? Extreme carelessness bers overall, seem better skilled
the fundamental principles of on someone's part is allowing than those we've seen before, esgood and evil. Someone at some many exams to continually fall pecially in the persons of John
time has been lax because, clearly, into only too eager hands. "
Gilpen and Oleg Briansky.
these ideals have not been im- / It is impossible to place the full
What the company lacked in
printed on the minds of some burden of blame on either side. group dynamics was more than
Xavier students. The idea rather The situation, however, must be made up for by the two fine conseems to be to get all the final rectified.
ductors they furnished, Geoffrey
Corbett (shouldn't it be Sir G. C.
with that beard) and Robert
Zeller. It was especially heartening to hear the brass jazz from our
own orchestra in Don Gillis Ber•
stein like score for "Symphony
For Fuif." At this rate our cousins
from across the sea will be taking
By Do11 Hellkamp ·
the ballet impetus away from us
and the rest of the world.
What was said here sometime
back about poet songwriters
"Have you worked for the Mardi Gras Fund drive yet? being no more is hereby to be
I didn't either. Of course, I will, but there's no sense getting. revised, or at least an exception
noted. The exception ls one Matt
out until the last minute. Nobody cares very much about Dennis, song writer supreme,
something that's far in the future. Sometimes I think these ("Everything Happens to Me,"
people just don't have any business sense in their heads. Gee,
(Continued on Page 7)if they really wanted to put the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - drive over, then why didn't they
offer a big commiss~on? Who
wants to go around asking people
for quarters' What if they say Published weekly during the school year except during vacation periods by Xavier
•
.
.
University, Hamilton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio. •1.110 per year.
no? If somebody JS gomg to turn
Entered as second class matter October 4, 1946 at the Post omce at
me down I want something for
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March 3, 1879.
my trouble. If you could keep BDJTOR·IN-VHIEF.................... ,........................,........ ,......................... ,...........................Tom Kerver, '116
IBNIOR EDITOR .............................................. ,.. :................. ,.................................. Bob 8le1en&haler, 'M
three dollars out of every book MANAGING EDITOR....................... ,..............................................................................Beb JfoaJeJ', '67
't wouldn't be so bad. A guy ausrNrss
MANAGER .. ,, ................................ ,..................... ,, ........... ,............ ,.................am smHll, '118
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ............ Hana Gel1ler, 'llll, Bob Juenlce, '47, John Von Flonllern '67
l
doesn't mind working if he gets vor.~::~!:;;··;iiii"""""""'""'Rlehard Co11ello, 'll:J,.Jlan• Gei•ler, '!Ill, Don Helllcomp,'•M,
a little something out of it." REPORTERS ........ Dave Allen, 'llll, Bob Broek, 'G7, John C. Gronln1, 'G7, Don Berlll, 'Ill,
Bob Kannenber1, 'll7, Jerry Lynn, '1111, Tom MeAullUe, 'll7, Jae MeCorthy, '67, Jelln
These are pretty good excuses
Na1Y. •1111, Bill Poole, 'lll, Jim Van Flandern, •in
from perhaps a "typical" lazy :~g:~: :.~~~~:a:::::::::::::::::::;i·~;. ·aran·•;;i8ii8:"~3ii:''ftl8i'"&ren'iiii~;.. ;~7; ..f:::•c::!~; ·~":.
student. And he has even more. PHOTOGRAPHY
Dom Glordona, •111, John Haley, •111, Charlie Woel&e, 'lill
EDITOR .... ,........... ,,,,.,,,,,,,., ......... ,.................... ,............. ,, ... ,.... ,,Geral• KarellH, '118
"Besides, who has time to fool EVENING
PHOTOGRAPHER& ................................ ,....,.... ,.... ,.... ,..... l\lel Brennon, •in. Jim Bron•••••••· •111
COLI.EGE EPITOR .... ,, ........ ,.. ,.,,, .. ,, .. ,,.,,,,,,,.,,,,.,, .. ,,, ... ,, .... ,,,.,,.,,,,,,......... DeretllJ ~~.....
around with these things? A guy EVENING COLI.EGE 8TAFF........................8ally Evana, Jenna Lee Gl•••· ••, , , O'Brl••·
0
Judr Olbertlln1, Belen Zleverlnk
•
carries 16 hours and works 2 , c1acuLATION,............,...........;........ ,.........................................................................11m •••to•i•••· •ai
and where does his time go? CARTOONllT........................................................................ :.... ,,.. ,......... ,......................T••J Da•I••· •as
<The views and opinions as expressed by various feature wrlter1, eolumnl1tll and llUfft
What do they need money for, writers do not necessarily express the official opinions of the Xavier Unlver1lty Aclinln•
anyway? One look at my tuition lstratlon. Matters of official nature appearing In the "News" will be '° dalpated.)

Shufflin'
Around

Obiter Dicta

x av1er
• u·n1vers1ty
• • N ews

....1-uecl on Pase ")
(co..wu
•

FACULTY 1110D£RAToa.........................................................................................., • .,, L . . . .,,..
FA<:UL'fl' IDl'fOalAL ADVIBl&.................................. v, Dr. Vll&er c;,, lltdllllt•IW1 I.lo
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Plans Coneretizing For Celebration Of Mardi Gras Weekend
First Student Participation In Festival Features Carnival, Dance, Sports;
Accommodations For Out Of Town Guests To Be P1·ovided By Local Motels
By Joe McCarthy
Events, activity, and participation are the words that are synonymous with, and best
describe the festive celebration slated to be staged here at Xavier, in a gala program set
for next week end. The season of the Mardi Gras has arrived, and the doings at Xavier will
strive to assimilate the celebration of the original New Orleans Mardi Gras. This year,
however, will be the first time in the history of the annual affair that a separate student
program has been incorporated in the pre-Lenten doings. Past celebrations have been parent-alumni functions, with the main project being the fund raising drive. Invited to participate this year, the Xavier stu- - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - dents are• joining in the fund dance to be held in the Field
raising and are participating in ·House featuring the music of the
Gin Bottle Five Plus Two. Saturday, after Mass, students and
their dates are on their own.
Special rates are being offered
those interested in ice skating at
Cincinnati Gardens or attending
shows at various local theaters.
Highlighting the day's activities
will be the Carnival Dance at _...__.
Castle Farms, with Smittie's Orchestra. Masses will be held Sunday in St. Joseph's Chapel from
9 a.m. till noon. The afternoon
will bring parting time for the
couples.
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
has announced that cut rates are
available for out-of-town guests
of Xavier University students
who will be attending the student Mardi Gras weekend Feb.
18-20. The three motels offering The time schedule is as folthe frivolity by holding a sepa- the cut rates are the Amity Ho- lows:
t
·
nd dance
tel Courts North Plaza Court, Friday Feb 18
ra e carniva1 a
·
'
'
• •
Emphasizing the carnival at- and Shullers' Motel. These moWestern Kentucky Game-8:30.
.
mosphere 1s the campus
Dance and Camlval-immedi· clown
cont~st, votes for ~hich were
ately after game till 12:30.
cast in South Hall during the past
Saturday, Feb. 19.
week. Can~idates,. !3ossesso.rs . of
Masses--9 a.m. till noon.
·the bantering s~~rit q~~hfy!ng
Meals-throughout the day.
them for the,,positio~ of Joll~es~
Holy Hour-7:30 to 8:30.
Jester of All are Dick Schmi?t,
Mardi Gras Dance-9 p.m. till
Don Hellkamp, George Zane, Ti~
1 a.m.
Garry, George McMahon, Bill
Sunday, Feb. 20.
Sweeney, and Lou Magliano.
Masses--9 a.m. till noon.
The general chairman of this
Meals-all morning only.
first student-participated Mardi
Parting of the ways for couples.
Gras is Bill Trischler. His committees assisting him includes
Pat Duggan, Carl Larosche, and
Dick Struckman. Trischler also is
• in charge of the ticket committee,
and is being assisted in t~e stu- tels are all l~ated north of Sum- Elections for the officers of the
dent end of the fund drive by mit Road, which is the site of Vets Club will take place SunPat B~and, Al Cash, Don. Lueb.be, Castle Farm. The three have been day, Feb. 13 at South Hall. Canand Jim Shanahan. It is hoped
t t d b
th M d'1 Gras didates Tom De Noma and Fran
that the student backing will econ ac. ett
Yd e . tar t d · Gardner both class of '56 smiled
.
.
ommi ee an are Jn eres e in
•
•
prove to be the main element in
d t'1
M d' G
dat
at everyone in sight during the
the success of the program. Be- ~~omo a. ~g tar i . ra~
es. dance on Feb. 5 while making
sides the $2000 Mardi Gras prize, 'de dspfecia rat est wit e pro- their bids for the office of Toastspecial student and club cash VJ ef ·or gues 5 ' two 0 ~t rooFm, master.
.
or our, or more, o a sui e. or
prizes are to be
. f ormat'ion an d d et ai.1s, The elections• posponed because
. awarded.
F . more m
The proceedings commence rJt t p t B
d KI b 3251 · of the exceptionally large crowd
ran
r y
, at the dance, will
. be only one
d ay, F e b . 18, wi'th t h e XU-Wes t - conp act D a
AV, 9601
ern Kentucky basketball game, or a
uggan,
on
·
feature of the Feb. 13 meeting.

EVENT SCH EDU LE

~:B''

"Clowning" around for The News photographer are six of the
candidates who this week vied for the title of Mardi Gras Clown.
From left to right are George Zain, Dick Schmidt, George McMahon, Bill Sweeney, Tim Garry, and Lou Magliano.

ROTC Inaugurates Radio Club;
KBWBL Soon To Stand For XU
By Jolm VanFlandern, News Associate Editor
The call sign "K8WBL" will soon be Xavier's newest
"address" in the nation's vast communications system. It will
not, however, only signify a new way to contact the campus,
but will signal a new and educational as well as interesting
campus activity, the ROTC Radio Club.
Under the direction of 1st Lt.
John C. Allen, moderator, and
c t G
J p t
rganizer
ap · ~orge · . or e~, 0
. '
the equipment 1s being readied
Th
.
.
d
t
now.
e receiving an
ransmitting plants will be located in
a private room between the supply center and the Drawing Room
in the basement of t~e Armory.
It will be in operation by March
1, with an output of 100 watts.
Equipment coming will boost the
power to 1000 watts, the maximum allowed by the Federal
Communications Commission. Additional equipment will be constructed by members of the club
as time progresses.

------------As a member of the Military
Amateur Radio System known
b
th "MARS N t
k"' th
as e
e wor , e c1u
will open a whole new field of
campus activity for students
interested in radio as well as
prov~d~ an ex7e~len: supplement
to ~1htary trammg m the school
curriculum.
The first meeting of the club
is tentatively scheduled for Tu~day, Feb. 15. Membership is open
to all students enrolled in the
ROTC and interested men should
contact one of the above memtioned officers or students Ken
Heile or Lou Habig.

Veterans To Elect - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Toastmaster Sun. For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

11

followed by the carnival and

Mr. George Buttaforo, attorney
and librarian at Chase Law School
will give a brief talk on the
potentialities in the legal profession. It is rumored that the
usual refreshments will not only
be free but cold.

Xavier Inaugurates
Forum Festival
(Continued from Pa1e 1)
the Free World Today" will be
discussed by Louis F. Budenz a
former leader in the American
Communist Party and former
editor of the New York Daily
Worker, on the evening of Wednesday, March 16. Also he will
explain the tricks Communists
have used to infiltrate our American government.
Tickets for the entire series can
be had for three dollars. However
admissions at the door will b~
sold for $1.25. Due the the limiting capacity of the cash conference Room, where Fr. Reinke's
· concerts will be held the number
of tickets sold must be held down
to 200 for each performance. The
other two lectures will be held
in the Xavier Univeitlity Armory.
All Xavier Forum Festival presentations will begin at 8: 15 p.m.
Those wishing to take advantage of the series saving ($3:00
for the entire series) are asked
to mail their requests with the
money to Xavier Forum Festival,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Sodalists Plan For
Day Of Reparation

·
·

Semeste~ En~ollment ~~J
Early registration reports Jndicate that 1,201 students had been
registered for undergraduate
classes at the Eyanston campus
of the College of Liberal Arts.
The first semester enrollment was
/
1,234 students.
The Graduate Division reported
392 students with at least another
100 expected to-be in classes before the close of registration. This
will be the highest second semester registration in the history of
the Graduate Division.

(continued from page 1)
Province.
The newly reorganized Sodality
Discussion Club held its second
meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 9, in
the Library Building. Junior John
Grupenhoff led the assemblage in
a discussion of the topic "Is There
a need for a third political party
in the United .states?" .
A new Sodahty probation group
has been formed under the direction of Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J.
The group, whic~ meets week!Y
on Tuesday. evenings at 7 p.m. m
Science Hall 109,. is a m~ans
whereby the Sodahty determines
the ..acceptability of the aspirant
while he learns about the Sodality, its aims, and it~ programs.
New members are bemg accepted
for this group now. All interested
are invited to attend the next
meeting, Tuesday, Feb. 15.

$1,000.00 IN CASH PRIZES
for the Best Essay-(250 to 500 Words}
On The Subiect

"How
I Would Increase
..
the Popularity
of Cigarillos"
,,..~~~~~----~~~~..,,,,,~ ---~--..;;-<=::::::::~~~~::::::::~

3. Only one entry attepted fioin each
student.
4. ContHt now apen. Closes April 30, 1955.
S. Mail entry to lox 3097, Jacksonville,
Florida. Decision of judgn will bt finol.
All
enlries llecome ihe property of •••
2. Essays must bt accompanied by one (I)
JNO. H. SWISHER & SON, INC.
ICING EDWAID CIGAllLLO band, ar reason·
Makers of King Edward Cigarillos
able facsimile thereof.

RULES
I. Only bonafide srudtnts af ameditecr col·
legu are eligible to compete. ht prize
SSOO; 2d, $200; 3d, SIOO; plus four $50 ·
prim.

"You don't have to inhale to enioy a Cigarillo"
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New Grid Coach, Mick Con1

HOWLS FROM THE LAIR
By

Bl'll no

,,.,olfI

This is the first issue of The News since Mr. Harry "Mick" Connolly was named to the
head coaching job of Xavier University. On behalf of all the students The News wishes to
welcome our new coach and wish him the best of luck come the wars of next fall.
Mr. Connolly is fortunate in inheriting a seasoned ball club which is capable of a lot of
hard work. He has a somewhat revised schedule from the teams that the Muskies played
last season.
The 1955 football Musketeers will face UC, Miami, Dayton (twice), Boston College,
Great Lakes, and Quantico with the addition of Louisville, Youngstown, and· Toledo to t.he
list of fo~s. John Carroll, which is now limited to games in the Presidents' Athletic Conference, Ohm U, and Chattanooga do not meet X next football season.
• • •
Xavier basketball opponent Murray State College will play host to the seventh annual
North-South Classic, a battle between the outstanding high school seniors, Rebel and Yankee, next June 18. This game had introduced such players as Tom Gola of LaSalle, Dick
Rosenthall of Notre Dame, Togo Palazzi of Holy Cross, Bob Pettit of Louisiana State Uni_versity, Robin Freeman of Ohio State, and many other young men who rose to national
fame while playing college ball.
• • •
Our traditional arch enemy in the sport world has also named a new head football coach
with George Blackburn taking over as head tamer of the Bearcats. We wish him a lot of
success, except, of course, at Nippert stadium next fall when he will meet Harry Connolly
for the first time as opposing head coaches on the field of battle.
Sid Gilman, old friend and enemy of the Muskies, moves up to tutor the boys who
play for their bread and butter. Ed Kluska, old friend and enemy of the Bearcats, has
turned his talent to the insurance business.

Former Indiana Assistant, Boston College Star Assumes Duties As Head
Of Xavier Football Fortunes. With Optimism, Forcefulness, Irish Smile

By Jack Cherry
~
On Jan. 28 the Very Rev. James F. Maguire, S.J., announced that Harry "Mick" Connolly L'
had been selected as head football coach of Xavier thus filling the vacancy left by Ed Klus- M
ka, who resigned last Dec. 11.
Connolly, a typical smiling Irishman, comes to Xavier from the University of Indiana, Aj
where he was backfield coach and aid to Bernie Crimmins. A graduate of Boston College in
1943 , . Connolly was a star back
for the Eagles under the tutelage
of Frank Leahy and Denny Myers. In the 1941 Sugar Bowl, Mr.
Connolly scored the first touchan
down for BC in their 19-13 win
over Tennessee.
in
Upon graduation he served on
UtE
wi:
active duty as a naval officer
during the Second World War;
and in 1948 after a brief stint in
pro football as coach and player,
Connolly took over the coaching
COi
ph
WE

M1

do

• • •

fo1
Ci1

Out onto the playing floor of Memorial Fieldhouse during activity against Eastern Kentucky a tot of age two waddled, passing the scorer's table and ready fo enter the game for
Xavier. But since the age requirement seemed a little shy, one of Eastern's men lifted him
up and handed him to the little boy's grandfather, Ray Balclwin.

1

21

* * "'

Pictured above are Xavier's president, the Very Rev. James F. po
Maguire, S.J.; Muskie head football coach, Mick Connolly; and XU He
Athletic Director, Al Stephan.
·
ed

The old road trip gremlin caught up with the Muskies again down south. There must
be something to the old adage, there's no place like home. It'll be good to see the boys
back in town again. It must be the horse throated yells from Lou Taglia and the other
cheer leaders that give the inspiration.
Rumor also has it that Bill Smyth, who played three years with the Rams, may be
going out there as one of Sid Gilman's assistants; Red Lavelle also may wind up with a new
football coaching job before spring practice begins next month. More may develop on the
entire assistant coach situation, both here and away, before The News goes to press.
Youth magazine has asked the Xavier News to submit a sports article for their March
or April issue; the whole thing is run something like a contest and we'll do our best to give
the Muskies some national publicity again.
An old friend of ours, Miss Pat Kelly, won the checker and bridge championship out at
Mount St. Joseph College. Whatever happened to the National Collegiate Bridge Touma·
ment that Xavier was entered in last year, fall of '53 to be exact?

'(,,:.

in West Haven, Conn. before
LOYOLA HEADED BY GALVIN AND O'DONNELL
team that started the game up moving on to Aqwnas Institute
WHILE BURROW, GRAWEl\'IEYER SPARK CATS
here except for one man. Lin- in Rochester, New York the folville Puckett, a 6-0 junior, has
quit the team due to various reasons and his position h~s been
taken over by Gayle Rose, a 6-2

~~~~

Graduating senior Tom Mitchell §
makes his final trip to Lexington, §
Kentucky.
5

5
§

5
S

Playing .in Memorial Coliseum ~~--~~~....- - - - - .

====-==

be trying to break a jinx that has
been goinf: on since 1g41 when
Xavier last beat the Wildcats on
their home court.
Kentucky will floor the same

ame.
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*
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senior. Phil Grawemeyer, a 6-7
junior, Bob Burrow, 6-7 center,
and Billy Evans, senior at 6-1,
and Gerry Bird, junior 6-6 will
probably round out the starting
lineup for the Wildcats.

x, Kentucky has been upset by in Lexington, the Muskies will
. Georgia Tech on their home court
and at Atlanta.
Loyola will be led by two men
who could make All-American
teams this season. Ed Galvin, a

lowing year. Three· years later
he was named assistant to Crimmins at Indiana University, a
position he held until coming to
Xavier.
In an interview last week, Connolly said that he is "very pleased
with the football policy at Xavier and the positive attitude the
university has toward football."
He went on further to say "there
are no plans of de-emphasizing
the sport here at Xavier."
Mike Connolly is a T and split
T formation enthusiast with variations of his own. "We will not
favor passing over running or
vice versa, but rather we will
build a balanced team that will
be ready for whatever type of defense we might encounter." In

5
S

mores he's ever seen and the

best jump-shot artist he saw last
season.
These two men are backed up
by Mat Baer, a 6-5 senior, Ronnie
Reynoir, a 6-3 senior and Tom
Rorozan, a 6-3 senior. Reynoir,
playing one of the guard positions, hit for ten points against
Xavier and was instrumental in
the victory with his excellent
Capt. Chuck Hofmann faces UK floor game

so far as defense is concerned, he hopes to bring his wife and
Mr. Connolly holds that "you J four children to Cincinnati in the
cannot have a set defense. ~ou very near future.
have to adjust defense according
to your opposition, but aggres- Wh
'
AN
?
siveness is the main key to a .
.d d f
"
sol i
e ense.
Mick Connolly must have be·
Connolly inherits some fine gun to wonder after this unusual
ball players from last year's introduction to the Xavier cam·
squad that should be improved pus. He arrived with bag and
with the experience of the 1954 baggage at Elet Ball, where he
season. Among the returning let- is presently residing until be
termen there are: Don St. John, makes final arrangements for a
Frank Sweeney, Denny Davis, permanent home. An Elet student
Bob Konkoly, Norm Zmyslinski, resident offered to carry bi1 bags
and Phil Magliano.
up to his room, and Mr. ConMr. Connolly is counting on noHy said, "Sure." At the room
every player to report in peak the student put the bags down
condition so that right from the and the xavier coach said,
beginning of spring drills he can "Thanks, kid." The lad tumed
indoctrinate his system and not and said, "You're welcome, Mr..
spend valuable time in condition- Blackburn."
ing the players. During the spring - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
practice sessions he intends to - - - - - - - - - - - emphasize the fundamentals,
'
blocking and tackling.
In a message to the student
body, Mr. Connolly asks them "to
get behind the team and give
them support. It is your team and
with the support of everyone I
am sure that we will have a team
that everyone will be proud of.
Xavier may be down, but we are
a long way from _out."
At the present time Coach Connolly is residing at Elet Hall, but

at s I n

Southerners Here Tonight For Ret11r11 Game;
Musliies Attempt To End Home Win Streali
Mick Connolly
Against l(entucliy In Lexington Monday Night reins at Notre
Dame High School
By Mel Brennan
Seeking revenge for a 75-71 defeat in New Orleans five
days ago, the Muskies of Xavier University will entertain
the Wolfpack of Loyola of the South tonight in Schmidt
Memorial Fieldhouse. The Wolfpack will be slightly favored
due to their earlier victory but will be playing on an unfamiliar floor.
Following tonight's game, Xav- 6-5 senior, and Bob O'Donnell,
ier will travel to Lexington to 6-0 junior, have earned reputameet the twice-beaten Wildcats tions all over the country for
on Monday. Since last meeting their outstanding shooting ability
and floor games. Galvin has an
overall three year average of
11.9 points per game and was the
leading scorer in the Xavier
game this year.
O'Donnell is Loyola's best bet
for All-American honors since he
is only a junior and has another
year of eligibility left. Notre
Dame's Coach Johnny Jordan
called Bob one of the best sopho-

B11mr1·ng'1 Pharmacy.
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The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.
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Mick Connolly, Arrives At Elet Hall ~:p;s~ ~~~;~~~~~·~~~~ ~:~~
1

" .

\ssumes Duties As Head
orcefulness, Irish Smile

UC Edges Musk.ies
· I n Last M:ni•te Tliri·zzer;
II

II

•
k'• S 26
• O'VercomeS p lOUte
iced that Harry "Mick" Connolly F ree Th rOtV MUr gin
ing the vacancy left by Ed Klus•
•
•

Muskies Sbde, Skid, Recover On Southern Road Trip
from the University of Indiana, After 91-80 Garden Setback By Dayton's Uhl, Horan
. A graduate of Boston College in

"...
s president, the Very Rev. James F.
tball coach, Mick Connolly; and XU

d, he hop~s to brin~ h.is w~f~ and
>U four chlldren to Cmcmnati m the
1
>U very near future.
lg
s?
a .
Mick Connolly must have be11e gun to wonder after this unusual
~·s introduction to the Xavier cam~d pus. He arrived with bag and
54 baggage at Elet Ball, where he
it- is presently residing until he
1n, makes final arrangements for a
is, permanent home. An Elet student
~i, resident offered to carry hi1 bags
up to his room, and Mr. ConJn nolly said, "Sure." At the room
1k the student put the bags down
tie and the xavier coach said,
m "Thanks, kid." The lad turned
ot and said, "You're welcome, Mr:.
n- Blackburn."

Wh t' I A N
a s n
ame.

Dy Jolin Haley
Fighting every minute of the way, the Xavier Musketeers, led by Dave Piontek's 26 points, fell to the UC Bearcats
before a packed house at the UC Fieldhouse, 70-69.
The Muskies came to life about midway in the first half,
and trailed, 44-38 at half. Xavier took the lead with 7:20 left
in the game, but in the final minutes Twyman put UC ahead again
with last minute heroics by Xavier going for naught.
A red hot first half at the free
throw line and from the field
combined with the outstandin~
play of John Horan and Bill Uhl
were too much for the Xavier
Musketeers as the Dayton Flyers
downed the local team 91-80 before an overflow crowd at the
Cincinnati Gardens.
Uhl, who laced the nets with
21 points in the first half, spent
most of the final 20 minutes on
the bench and ended up with 23
points. His very able cohort John
Horan took up the slack and ended up with a total of 26 points.
Xavier had trouble on the boards
during the first half and most of
the second half, and as a result
they were behind 51-41 at the
intermission.
As the second period approached the half way point it
was evident that the Muskies
were beginning to fall off. Led
by the savage rebounding and
speed of Horan, the Flyers coasted on to an 11 point victory. Lou
Vonderbrink led XU with 23
points, while Dave Piontek
pushed 17 points through the
nets.
On their first stop in the south-

land the Musketeers met the red
hot Memphis State Tigers. Last
month before leaving Cincinnati,
Dr. Eugene Lambert, Memphis
coach, told the press, "we'll get
Xavier down in Memphis," and
they did just that.
The big factor in the game was
the defensive prowess of the
State front line as they held Jim
Boothe and Lou Vonderbrink to
four points apiece, while they
combined their efforts for a total
of 43 markers. A great game by
the dependable Dave Piontek and
the fancy dribbling of Fran Stahl
kept the Muskies in the running.
Twice Xavier came within six
points, but both times they failed
to draw any closer.
x had one less basket than MS
and hit 43% of their shots, while
the home team hit 42% from the
field, but at the charity line it
was quite a different story as
Memphis canned 21 while the
Musketeers could muster only
nine.
Ken Caldwell ;. and Elmore
Fortner not only held the Muskie
guards to eight points, but paced
their team with 23 and 20 points
respectively.
As Xavier traveled into the
south, the famous "southern hospitality" was absent to say the

least as Loyola of the South
edged the Musk7te;rs 75-71.' The
defeat, the Muskies second m the
~as; seven games, brought Xavier s record to 10-8.
X had a good first half, holding
an edge of 11 points at one time
and retaining a 40 - 36 at the half
way point. During the second
half a seven minute cold streak
was slow death for. Xavier as a
56 0
-~ . lead turned mto a 71 - 60
deflClt.
Dave Piontek again kept up his
c~nstant stride as he put together
nme baskets and two ~ree thro~vs
for a total of 20 pomts, while
D~tke Sch~eider f?llowed. him
wi h 13 pomt~. Eddie Galvm led
the Wolves with 2 7 markers.
On the way back to the northland the Muskies stopped off at
Mobile to tangle with the Spring
Hill Badgers. In one of the most
bitter contests of the present
c.ampaign: which saw t~e gar:ie
tied 30 times, the Musk.ies came
out on top 81-74. Showing some
of the class displayed in the
earlier games with UC, Louisv~lle
and Western Kentucky, Xavier,
paced by Fran Stahl, whose dark
room tactics began to pay off,
and dependable D~ve Piontek,
who notched 20 pomts brought
the season's record to 11-8.
Leading by one point at half, X
had to fight to keep their lead
throughout the second stanza,
and it was only with a few minutes left that the win became
inevitable. Happy Mahfouz led
the Alabamans with 25 points,
while teammate Whittle Barnes
hit 24.

each chipped in with 10 apiece.

season for the Little Mus- Larry Staverman flipped in 20
kies" went by the boards as for the losers.
the Dayton Frosh adminis- Sweeney Autos, one of the top
tered them their first loss AAU quintets in the city fell to
62-60 at the Cincinnati Gardens. the Xavier frosh 84 to 74 as the
Muskies extended their streak to

The~r streak had reache~ ten ten straight. Franny Stahl scored
straight. Absent from the lmeup
for the first time were Franny
Stahl and Ray Tomlin, who
moved up to the varsity. Frank
Tartarton scored 15 points, followed by Tony Olberding with
14. Lane led the winners with 20.
Dayton led at halftime 36 to 35.
It was Dayton's twelfth win as
against only two losses.
The "Little Muskies" picked ip
win number 9 Jan. 13 at the expense of Villa Madonna 69-56.
Tony Olberding led the way with

20 points, followed by "Red" Elwer who weighed in with 18

markers. Tom Austerman, former
cager, led the Sweeneymen with
19.

Next game on tap for the
"Little Muskies" is a return date
with the UC "kittens" at the new
UC armory fieldhouse in an attempt to get back on the win
track. The frosh hold a verdict
over the UC freshman, having
defeated them earlier in the season 73 to 63 at the Gardens.
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DOWN FRONT

German.· Educational System Described As
Significantly Different From American System
Em·ly Tl'ltining Combines General Education With
J7ocational Prepm·ation; Languages Stressed

divided in two terms of instruc·
tion, the sum1'1er-semester lasting
By Mnyo illol1s
By Hmas H11go fVollJ, /oreign exchange a111denl
three months,
and the winterThe common way of education in Germany would
semester last·: . J
this: you go to "Volksschule" from 6 to 15 years; here you get
i n g
f 0 u r
Perhaps this is a little out of my line, but it seemed to in coeducation a basic knowledge of all the things you need
months. The
me last Tuesday night as if my favorite Times~Star colum- in life. You can learn the fundamentals of a language as
summer· se·
nist, Nixson Denton, was finding great humor in the Vati- well as the skills for certain jobs. After that, most boys and
mester usually
.
.
. .
D
girls take an apprenticeship for
commences in
can's recent move to mvestigate
for canomzat10n
. eraft smanThe key point in our educamid-April, the
.
. one on th ree or f our years in
Miguel de Manara. Admittedly the good Don might seem a ship, merchandising or adminis- tional system is the "Gymnasiwinter· semesless than usual candidate-he is'
.
.
tration. Those who want to get a um," which has nine classes,
ter in mid-Ocknown in song and story as the l>agans nught. have a slight edge, broader education change with (years) starting at the age of ten.
Hans Wolff
tober. No ex "hon vivant" Don Juan-but the probably ha~mg been given bet- ten to the 'Mittel-Schule', almost Those who intend to study at a
aminations are
facts of the case show differently. ter scr~1•t~vrders. There are some comparable with the American university and whose parents can conducted at German universities
Don Miguel-as 01>pose1l to the s~i~reahshc s?ts that ~ake the High-school system. Most of these afford it, change over from the at the end of a semester or during
largely fictitious character of c!he.s look ahen and science-fl~- students continue their career "greart-school" with ten, that university year. There are no
Jua11-1·epented, as many a saint homsh, but an, the camouflage JU also, when they are 16 or 17 means, if they pass the starting credit hours, convocations or ob.before and since, aml di<l much the world won t sto!> ~ne armored years old, with an apprenticeship, exam. There are three different ligations; you enroll and you pay
good in the years· that were left zealot fro~ procl~rmmg .~owar~s the so-called "white collar" ap- types of schools, emphasizing old and when you feel fit to pass an
to him. Even allowing the people the end 0 ~ the prct~re Theres prenticeship.
classics (Latin and Greek) mod- exam you ask for one. There is
of Seville (11is hometown in 1110 place like Rome.
ern languages or natural sciences. absolutely no obligation to attend
Spain) a generous measure of the! Ap~arently Holl~wood ~grees, cliff Players offer a much la- Here you learn languages, read classes. Only if you sign for a
juices of life and an added por- especially for making movies.
bored-over "Song of Norway", Cicero and work calculus. The seminar or lab-course, are you
tion of local pride, I can be pretty/ RECOMMENDED:
Saturday and Sunday nights this program is obligatory and in· obliged to be present at every
certain they urge his canonization! The Esquire Art Theatre, Clif- weekend. Many Xavier men are eludes history, geography, theol· class. .
not because they minimize his ton, , brin~s ba~~ two ~f last i~ the cast of this ex~ellent mu- ogy, all natural sciences, music ~f yo.u. like, you may change
amours but because they ap11re- years ch01ce British art pictures, s1eal, and I'm sure they, as .well and fine arts. The graduation universities every semester and
ciate his virtues-and outweigh "Robson's Choice" and "Gilbert as the girls, would appreciate from a Gymnasium enables you if you have got the money you
his sins therewith.
and Sullivan"-a fine double bill your patronage. Edgecliff Audi- to enroll at any European univer· may do this for as many years
It would not be out of school worthy of your attention.
torium, 8:15; you are promised a slty.
you want.
for the Vatican to canonize Don
Our Lady of Cincinnati's Edge· good show.
The German university year is
(Continued on Pace I)
Miguel-if he passes · the rigid
\

fl~~~~~~t~~~~{i~ ~

~~GHS!

self-Bernard Shaw, in that famous section of "Man arid Superman" so recently staged under
the ambiguous title of "Don Juan
in Hell."

WHAT'S THIS?
For solution see
paragraph below.

• ... *

Last week, as the curtain was
rung down on the last performance of "Tea and Sympathy"
the heated debate among the
critics centered about one important question: "It's powerful,
but is it art?" With so fine a
play-in most respects-as "Tea
and Sympathy," the question was
not a light one.
It surely was magnificent "theatre". The characters were sharp
if sometimes exaggerated (for
legitimate; effect); the dialogue
crisp, the pace strong, the set
striking and the acting nonpariel. (Miss Kerr was superb).
The theme, a "shock" theme unusual to the stage, was charged
with sympathetic understanding
and handled with care and restraint-only the resolution made
the play ring false.
I do not think Author Anderson intended to justify the adultery that purports at the final
curtain to solve the problems of
a sensitive boy. His inconstant
wife is too conscious of her fault
to allow that interpretation. But
the tragedy of the resolution is
that this character was the one
pe1·son in the play of any great
de11th in mind or soul; her final
turning to a solution that is not
morally justifiable or indeed
psychologically sound tends to
set a pattern of moral defeatism
neither healthy for the audience
nor true to me.

c

• ••

•
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FIGURI llGHT SKAUD ON THIN ICE

·Charles McGaha
Eastern New Mexico University

•

•

•

• •

• •
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CIGARETTES

1

THEY RE CLAMORING FOi THEMI Who? Students. What? Luckies. Coast

fOOTIALL STADIUM WITH ALL SIATS
ON S0°YARD LINI

Herbert V. Wilkins
University of Alabama

to

coast, dormitory to dormitory, college smokers prefer Luckies to all other
brands, according to the greatest up-to-datest college survey. Again the
No. 1 reason for Luckies' wide lead: Luckies taste better. They taste m:tter
first of all, because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco ~
toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted"-the ·famous Lucky Strike processtones up Luckies' mild, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
So enjoy the better-tasting cigarette . ~ . Lucky Strike. But don't be like
the man in the Droodle above, titled: Pickpocket acquiring Luckies. Make
1
sure you have plenty of your own. Buy Luckies by the carton.

STUDENTS!

.EARN '25!

Lucky DroodJes* are pouring in!
Where are yours'! We pay $25 for all
we use, and for many we don't use.
So send every original Droodle in your
noodle, with its descri~tive title, to
Lucky Droodle, P. 0. Box 67, New
York 46, N. Y.

• • *
SCREEN FARE-AND FOUL:
"The Silver Chalice" is the latest in the long line of run-of-Demille productions about ancient
Rome that began with "Quo
Vadis" and shows no sign of ending as y~t-although this picture
may do the job. Most of the actors (except perhaps Palance)
are bad, and some (e.g., Virginia
Mayo) are abominable.
The plot pits paganism against
Christianity again and both sides
look pretty bad although the

• • •

*DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price

COWARDLY HNNll IACCIUR (NO OUTlt

Betten ta.~te kekU?!. ...

LUCllB TAmE· lllllR
OA,J,Co.

PRODUCT

o• ~~~"'~

HIGHWAY fOI HAllHO,,..I

Barbara Spru11g
Brooklyn College

B. D. Toepfer
University of Oregon

CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHIR I
••••ICA'I LltAIUNQ MANU•aCTU••• or CIOA••TTU
I
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OPERATION YOUTH
PLANS FOR '55

Obiter Dicta

(Continued from Page 2)
bill and my eyeballs fall out. Do
they think a guy's made of money
or something?"
Alumni· Start Ser1es
.
Everybody sell two books! Ha.
(Continued from Page 2)
Even if you bought just two tic- "Philosophy in Your Life" is Will you Still Be Mine'?") poet
kets you would cheat yourself the theme. of a ~e~ies 0 ~ talks even moreso, and singer, whose
out of five beers. Figuring 50 the Alumm Association will pre- LP recorded in a Hollywood nlte·
beers to the book and two books sent in the Cash Memorial Room. club has been out some i
to the student and 1200 students ~ev. St~nley C. Tillman, ~.J., act- months now, but can't help el:c~
in school, this quota would mean mg chairman of the P~lloso~hy more happiness with each hear120,000 potential beers would not depar~n:ient, ac~ed as discuss~on ing. Matt, like all great song
be drunk. Next thing you know leader 10 the fl;st of the series. writers, has no musica• voice, but
the school would be attacked by Dr. Paul Harkms was referee. puts the feel into his songs that
the Cincinnati breweries. Would- Other m7mbers of the faculty only his little world can obtain.
n't be surprised if all these tic- present mc~uded Di-. ~ernard His world is the world of Hoagy
ket campaigns weren't a product Gendr.eau, Gilbert <?· Lozier, a~d Carmichaels, the Johnny Mercers,
of WCTU thinking. Instead of D:. Richa~d Garascia. The series and the Mel Tormes which have
having this drive, why not pre- will continue through May on died out all too soon. For pure
sent the case to the breweries, the second and fourth Thursdays unadulterated nostalgia, with a
and maybe they would pay us not of the month.
beat, hear this record.
to sell them. If we played it cool,
Erica Morini makes one apwe could probably work this
TAVERN CASTOR
pearance each at the symphony
concerts this week to play Beesame deal on the candy produc- Feb. 14: Anniversary Highday
ers, ice cream .makers, bowling
(All-patron)
thoven's Violin Concerto in D
Major. On each side Thor Johnalleys, pool rooms, and theaters. Feb. 21: Hosts Highday
Well I'm not sure if I thought Feb. 28: Cherub Questant
son and cohorts will play Dvor~k'.s "Husitzka" and Muss?r~~~y·~
of all the excuses for not taking Mar.. 7: Aquinas Highday
part in the Mardi Gras fund Mar. 14: Cinderella's Ashes
Pictures at an Exhibition.
drive. Upper classmen ,think it is Mar. 21: Eyas Wrighting
T~ose who heard the. original of
a lower classman's activity. Low- Apr. 11: Easter Highday
this latter work on piano at the
classmen rationalize· out of it
(All-patron)
record concerts on campus last
some other way. Taking part in Apr. 18: Bloomsbury Jaques
~ear may be interested in. hearthe drive can't always be easy, Apr. 25: st. George Dragon
mg a full orchestral version as
but it can be easier. Keep the May 2: May Day Tavern
arrange.d by Ravel. This is not to
tickets with you. Break them out May 9: Sorels Tavern
be considered too severe a breach
of a compose~'s legacy, ~hen ~he
when around your non-college May 16: Globe Uighday
acquaintances. Get that gal to May 23: Bede Highday
work lends itself to richer mhelp.
June 7: Sores Highday
terpretation. The same thing was
Let's see now, where did I
(All-patron)
done tastefully on. another plane
Summer Sessions
by Ruth Camarata to Gershwin's
leave my books? Somebody at
"Prelude No. 2."
Zimmies will buy some, I'll bet.

OF NOTE

Jim Farrell, '41, Chosen
New Alumni .President
James W. Farrell, Jr., has been
elected president of the Xavier
Alumni Association. He succeeds ·.
Fred c. Lamping in the post.
Assistant city solicitar, Farrell
was graduated from Xavier in
1941. He received his law degree
from the University of Cincinnati
and served in the Army during
World War II. He is the first son
to follow a father in the post of
presid~nt since the founding of
the Alumni Association in 1888.
His father; James W. Farrell,

Sr., also served as president.

~

THE SALE YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR! To make woy for our
n•w merchandise -w•'Y• mork•d EVERYTHING down ln•n our
own b11t sellers). On some items you save 68%! Many of these ex·
cellent buys ore actually b•low our cost. All top quality m•rchandi11;
we •Yen included some new items. Come early for best sel•ction.
(Shoes, o ltasecl deportm•nt, exctptecl.)

Com~

111 ••• C ...rge UI

2 GREAT ST''LE CENTERS
t:inrlnnall • Seventh at Central

Norwood • 4 734- Mout11omery Rd.

FIRST:..1 MUST Fil<.

M'/ HAIR, WITH
WILDROOr CREAM
OIL!!- REMOVES
1-.00SE DANDRUFF-

~

OOT LOOSE DAND~FF? OON7 GET MAOGET WILOR'OOT CREAM·OIL.,CMA·A·RLf(; I
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German And U. S. CQllege Crtrricrtla P1·esicle11t Appoints
Differ Significantly In Major Items So1nmer, Beumer
(Continued from page 6)
European university, I would say T D
}
J b
about the U.S. airmen held
that the percentage of students
O eve opment 0
Reporter: Dave Allen German universities adhere to

SOUTH HALL SURVEY
Question: What should be done
captive la Red China?

the principle of freedom in the doing actual research work is not
.
litterarum). Thus the student,
But there JS one fact m the
entering the gates of the "alma American system which I like
mater" for the first time may very much: that you have a good
feel somewhat dazed and helpless personal contact with your proat the overwhelming number of fessors right from the beginning
courses offered by the university of yo:.ir stadies. That's almost imin the list of lectures and on the possible in Europe, where the
"blackboard." For those curricula teacher gives his lessons in a big
which are a preparation for a hall, often speaking by microstate examination and where the phone, and you are only allowed
regulations call for a certain set to listen. Only when you are an
of standards a syllabus of sug- advanced student and admitted
gestions for the cours~ is issued. in one of the seminar courses,
But any freedom in the choice of where you work the problems,
the majority of your courses is the professor himself is interested
granted.
in, you become one of "his puWhen I am asked what system pils," and only than you have a
I like better, the American or the chance to get personal contact
European, I can only say that I with 'dem m~rrn Professor.'
have not been Jong enough over
here to make such a comparison.
Each has its a1lvantages and its
disadvantages. No doubt, here in
America, more people take part
in· higher education than in Eur<Continued from Page •7)
ope. But considering the students Siegenthaler, Bob Marchel and
who go on for a master degree, John Grupenhoff. Other staff
which might be generally corn- leaders will be announced later.
parable with a graduation from a In addition, there will be a jun-

a:a;:a::a:e:::=::=::a::a=::a::::::=::::=::s==:::::a=::::::e:=:::::::::===:::::a=::a====::=::::::::=:::::==: choice of courses (universitas lower in Euro~e.
John Herbst, '57: A few months way out. Talking is positively out
ago 13 American Airmen were of the question.
captured by the Chinese Com• • •
munists. It is "- "·'· . ,.. .
William Sweeney, '55: As our
my opinion that '' ·•· ; '
foreign policy today seems to
we should ob- "
show the time for playing word
tain the return
games with the
of American
Communists is
a ir m e n in
Jover. And the
C om mun ist
time for a
controlled Chimore aggresna as q\<ickly ·
sive defense is
as possible. As
at hand. In the
long as the
case of the
men are held,
American airthe Communists hold an advan- men, who were
tage over us, and the more the ~aptured a few
issue is published the greater the months ago, I
advantage will seem in the eyes believe that a blockade of the
of our Asian allies. We must not Red China coast by the United
permit the Reds to retain this States is the only answer to the
strong bargaining weapon.
problem.
• • •
S
R
t d
Tina Garry, '57: Every reason- T
able effort should be made to
ax tamps
eques e
secure the release of these airStudents are urged to ~ring
men. However,
used tax stamps to the Hinkle
I do not conBall desk anytime during the
sider a threat
school week.
of "massive retaliation" a
measure some
people support,
a reasonable
effort. Although one ·
can't get the
whole story
from the newspapers, I imagine
the state department is doing
everything possible to obtain
their freedom. It might help the
situation if the West made the
initial move by offering to release the Soviet tanker and its
crew which has been held by the
Nationalist Chinese since last
June.

Operation y ortth
Plans For 1955

EDITOR'S NOTE: Owing to a
mixup, the answer to this ques-!
tion attributed to Mr. Coyne in,
the issue of Jan. 14 was that of I
another Xavier student. The fol·
lowing is his real opinion.

• • •

Question: What do you think of
the Cincinnati sports writers?

• • •

Tom Coyne, '56: I think that
the Cincinnati sports writers, on
the whole, are good and give adequate coverage
to major sporting news. However, I believe
that some could
give g r e a t e r
coverage to
amateur sports
in the local
area. Other
than that, I
think they do a
veey &ood Job.

I

ior staff composed of high school
boys who have participated in
earlier Operation Youtn programs.
The staff leaders plan and ex~
ecute the intramural sport's program in ."'.hich the_ hi~h school
boys participate. This gives Xavier students an opportunity to
work with younger boys and
enables the boys of Operation
Youth to associate more closely
with men of college age.

.

·:··· ::··::·······.··.•: .. ''".·:;···.

• • •

Lou Magliano, '55: The problem
confronting the U.S. in regard to
the imprisoned airmen, is a very
touchy s i t u at ion. In my
mind a get
tough p o I i c y
should be
adopted to free
these men. We
have bent to
Red China's·
wishes too
many times.
The comm unists are trying to see how much
they can get away with. The
sooner we call their bluff, the
better off the entire free world
will be. Senator McCarthy's proposal of a blockade of the China
Mainland would be an indication
that we mean business. I think
this action would be the only

Very Rev. James F. Maguire,
S.J., president of the university,
has announced the appointment
of Dr. Clarence Sommer and Mr.
Irvin F. Beumer as advisers for
university development. Dr. Sommer, assistant professor of education, has research responsibilities
for charitable and educational
foundations. Mr. Beumer, business manager, is staff adviser for
a special committee which will
seek room gifts for Brockman
Hall. Their work will be coordinated through the Office of
Development, of which Mr. John
A. Moser is director.
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7/i:y CH ESTERFI ELD70~
·You'll smile your approval of Chesterfield's
smoothness-mildness-refreshing taste.
You'll smile your approval of Chesterfield's
quality-highest quality-low nicotine.

IN THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD
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